The Golden Rule.

Treat your NutriBullet like you would want
to be treated yourself – is really simple…
Don’t be afraid...
It is quite normal for a new appliance to produce an unpleasant smell
the first few times it is put to use, it will soon smell delicious.

Only 10 Do’s and don’ts:
1

Twist the blade properly onto the cup, tighten it to make sure it’s sealed. Check
this!

2

Never blend hot ingredients and liquids (max. 21°C) except for Rx, Select and
Combo which models come with a pitcher especially designed to blend warm
ingredients.

3

Never allow the NutriBullet to run more than 1 minute (except for the Rx
souperblast mode).

4

Carefully keep the outside and inside of the blender clean with a damp cloth
(not wet!).

5

Take good care of the 3 white rubbers located in the upper part of the base unit.

6

Pay extra attention to the actuator tabs in the upper edge of the base unit to
loosen any sticky debris from drips and spills. You may use a damp cotton swab
to ensure these are kept clean.

7

To avoid leakage, don’t overfill the cup. Stick to the maximum quantity. This is
indicated by a MAX line on the cup/pitcher. Also always add liquid as part of
your ingredients!

8

NEVER wash blades in the dishwasher, elevated temperatures may warp the
plastic and damage the gasket. Never remove the gasket.

9

Do not use your NutriBullet, its parts and accessories in the microwave or freezer.

10

Replace your blade every 6 months or earlier to maintain optimal performance.
Signals that it’s about time to buy a new blade: in case of a bad smell, leakage
of brown or green liquid, louder noise during blending, as soon as the gasket
comes of the blade, burning air (may also be novelty after purchase), or if the
machine does not start (which can also be caused by sticking of the activation
points in the power base).

Bear in mind...
•

No fluid may enter the engine through the 3 white rubbers in the base unit.
Then there is a good chance that the engine will oxidize, your NutriBullet
will make more noise or spread a burning odor, it will no longer function
properly or even stops running! You don’t want that! So keep it all clean and
replace your blade on time.

•

Also, no dirt or ingredients should end up in the 3 actuator tabs.
They get stuck as a result of which the blender can no longer function.
You don’t like that!

And please note! Problems caused by the above mentioned are not covered by the
warranty, neither is normal wear and tear of base unit and accessories.

We’re happy to assist you!
Although you can find a lot more information and guidelines in the manual and
Quick Guide we want you to know: you can always contact us for tips and trics via
info@nutribulletretail.com or consult the FAQs via www.nutriliving.shop.

